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'A lovely book. It offers the most balanced view of Japan... . 
Strong and delicate, it resembles the Japanese people Cathy Davidson 
describes." —MARILYN FRENCH, author of The Women's Room 
'A brilliant, wise, and witty book Any Westerner who thinks 
they understand, or wants to understand, the contrasts between 
Japanese culture and our own.. .must read this book." 
—LOUISE DESALVO, author of Virginia Woolf 
"36 Views of Mount Fuji 
resonates like one of the 
Japanese temple bells she 
so hauntingly describes: 
profound, clear, and 
unforgettable." 
—SUSAN ALLEN TOTH, 
author of Blooming and 
My Love Affair with 
England 
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"A wonderfully 
comic, poignant, 
and fact-filled 
travel story." 
—LINDA WAGNER-
MARTIN, author of 
Sylvia Plath: 
A Biography 
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The Spring 1993 issue 
of 
The Qeorgia c R e v i e w 
presents 
a special focus 
on 
H & W i C WlAtlp*6 
The nature writer's job is not to limit or encompass nature, not 
even necessarily to explain or interpret it, but to show it to us 
in all its scope: its beauty and its repulsiveness, its sociability 
and its utter alienness, its nurturing and its destructive elements 
. . . and in so doing to extend our own humanity. 
—Robert Finch 
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